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Coating Competence on highest level
In the last 25 years P.S. Oberflächen GmbH has become a trademark as a specialized paint shop
employing special coatings e. g. for prototypes, small batch series productions, design objects or art
work in Germany and around. Together with their team the two managing partners Moritz Haring und
Peter Stücker close a wide gap in the industry.
With highest quality expectations and a profound understanding of design and arts the coating experts
represent the interface between designers, artists, industrial engineers and marketing/sales people. As
customer of P.S. you get more than just a coated surface – you get the best and most reasonable
solution for you product/object in terms of individuality, function, optics and practicability.
To end up with the perfect product surface P. S. provides comprehensive experiences in all fields of
product and object application as well as project solutions. With close relations to the leading coating
suppliers and at the same time small, highly-specialized paint manufacturer P. S. develops and
delivers a steady flow of new exciting and trendsetting coatings solutions and processes.
Actual focus areas of P.S. Oberflächen GmbH:
Chrome Optics
Perfectly appearing chrome
and 3Q7-optics are being
produced by application of a
spraying process for
prototypes, models, design
objects, artwork, etc.
Soft-Touch-Paint
:

High-End-Finish:

:

Oberflächen

Applying Soft-Touch-Paint we
create surfaces with optical
AND haptical effects. The
coated object may feel velvety
soft or it imitates high-class
leather optically and haptically.

With given construction data
and design we prepare the
substrate and specially treat
the objects with regard to the
perfect finish. The final
finishing touch is delivered by
precision grinding, high-gloss
polishing or nano-sealing
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Cold-Sprayable Real Metal:
Cold and liquid metal is applied
by spraying on any imaginable
surface. The object looks and
feels like real metal. It has got
almost all relevant properties of
metal. It IS metal.
Tinted Carbon
:

Upgrading Carbon parts with
unique effects. The carbon
fibres are being enhanced by
user-defined colours and grade
of glossiness. A special primer
and clear coat ensure durability
und light-resistance.

Please visit P.S. Oberflächen GmbH on the
EuroMold in Frankfurt:
Halle 11.0 Stand F99

Fon: 0 25 83 - 43 04
Fax: 0 25 83 - 35 97
www.ps-oberflaechen.de
info@ps-oberflaechen.de

http://www.ps-oberflaechen.de/service_best_presse.php?h3p5=sel

